Formulation Questionnaires

Digitally Transform Your RMQ Process
Veeva RegulatoryOne Formulation Questionnaires automates and accelerates the collection of
supplier raw material data and documents within a transparent, regulatory system of record that
simplifies the process for you and your supplier partners.

The Challenge
Requesting information from suppliers is onerous,
reactive and typically causes approval delays of 4-6
weeks. For the requester, the process of sending,
reminding, evaluating and approving responses is
disjointed and manual relying on email and forms that
trap data. For the respondent, one-size-fits-all forms
from customers result in time spent providing
responses to previously known data or questions
irrelevant to the use-case.

A complete overview of your entire RMQ
process internally and externally.

The Solution
RegulatoryOne Formulation Questionnaires is a
purpose-built solution that digitizes and automates the
questionnaire process, ensuring the timely, efficient
and secure collection of critical data from suppliers.
Real-time metrics to track and identify
missing, overdue or outdated questionnaires.

Make Supplier Compliance Your Competitive Advantage
Instantly generate questionnaires from parameter-driven templates based on prepopulated data
such as location or usage.
Automatically send requests and reminders to supplier contacts, who can on their own directly
enter raw material data through a secure access link that does not require a user ID or log-in.
Accelerate approvals with efficient process that locks supplier submissions into a transparent and
easily accessible record.
Improve collaboration by allowing supplier contacts to work together on responses.
Quickly identify missing, outdated, and expiring questionnaires through a real-time dashboard
enabling pro-active assessment of the RMQ process at large.
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RegulatoryOne Formulation
Questionnaires Features
Formulation Questionnaire Templates
Leverage or modify out-of-the-box templates
or create your own custom-made templates by
geography, market, industry, use case, etc. Out-ofthe-box templates include sections and questions for
certifications, chemical inventory status, restrictions,
origin and regulation.
Questionnaire Transparency
Create a historical record for questionnaires across
all formulas and raw materials and within
each formula or raw material. Leverage the
full RegulatoryOne suite to connect RMQs to
compositions, compliance assessments, registrations,
certifications, and other regulatory data.
Questionnaire Security
Supplier contacts can only access questionnaires
through secure links. Once submitted the supplier
data is locked as permanent, supplier records that
cannot be altered by either party.

Real-time Data and Metrics
Track performance for suppliers and approvals e.g.
using KPI’s for number of questionnaires completed,
closure rate, volume, missing and out-of-date
questionnaires.
Modern Document Control
Manage documents using powerful collaboration
and authoring tools like templates, Microsoft Office
integration, review, and approval workflows. Find
content easily.

Full Product Hierarchy
Place your RMQs and all other regulatory content
in true product context by leveraging the product
hierarchy that transparently and seamlessly
connects your products, formulations, ingredients
and substances.
Comprehensive Security

Atomic Security for Total Access Control
Atomic Security allows your Vault administrators
to easily control access, visibility, and permissions
to make sure that only the right people do the right
things at the right time, without compromising data
integrity or history.

Veeva protects customer data with world-class
physical, network, application, and data-level
security. All communications to Vault and stored
content are encrypted. By maintaining an ISO 27001
certified comprehensive security system, we ensure
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of our
customers’ data.

About Veeva
Founded in 2007, Veeva NYSE (VEEV), is a global provider of industry-specific cloud software solutions that address
the unique operating challenges and regulatory requirements of the consumer products and chemical industries. Our
solutions help R&D, quality, regulatory and commercial teams eliminate inefficiencies and bring high-quality, safe,
sustainable products to market without compromising compliance. Veeva is headquartered in the San Francisco Bay
Area, with offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Learn more.
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